
LiveSource is how manufacturers take hidden risks out of their product launch process.  
It shows you everything from your supplier’s certification status to the impact of  
last-minute updates to the bill of materials — so you know what’s coming. 

Take the Chaos Out Of  
Your Product Launch Process.  

THE PROBLEM:  
PRODUCT LAUNCH SURPRISES 

It’s about that one little thing in your product launch — the unread email,  
the little white lie from your supplier, the out-of-date spreadsheet — that 
can take down everything. With so much critical information buried in 
emails, spreadsheets, and disconnected systems, there’s no way to know 
where the next surprise is coming from. How can you possibly stay on 
top of every single detail with this chaotic communication structure? 

WATCH THE LIVESOURCE OVERVIEW VIDEO 

https://www.livesource.com/#single/0


PROVEN 

We’ve invested more than 150 man-years  
creating the launch portal. And we’re still going.  
Not only does LiveSource provide the product in 
seven languages, our global support team can speak 
with you in every one of them. Over 18,000 global 
suppliers login to LiveSource 70,000 times a month.  

Take the chaos out of your product launch process. 
Know what’s coming with LiveSource. 

www.livesource.com 

LiveSource is the first end-to-end product launch portal,  
managing supplier risk management, product launch and  
collaborative manufacturing. It ensures all departments and 
stakeholders are working with the latest, up-to-date information. 
Enterprise systems — PLM, QMS, and ERPs — only address  
a segment of the business processes of launch. They aren’t 
designed to manage the comprehensive data required  
to fully manage the risks that exist throughout the process. 

WHAT’S YOUR ROLE IN THE LAUNCH PROCESS? 

LiveSource bridges the gaps between PLM and ERP systems.  
What does that mean to you? Click on your role to find out more.  

• CxO 

• Engineering 

• Advanced Sourcing 

• Purchasing 

• Program Management 
• Supplier Quality Development 
• Supplier Quality Engineering 

• Logistics & MRP Planning 

LIVESOURCE CAPABILITIES 

LiveSource is a comprehensive 
suite of tools to create the ultimate 
product launch portal. See what 
we bring to the process. 

• Supplier Management 
• Strategic Sourcing 

• Innovation 

• Quality 

• Tooling 

• Order Management 
• Program Execution 

• Analytics 

 

WHAT’S YOUR CHAOS? 

LiveSource helps you see through 
the chaos, so you know what’s  
coming. We help you stop these 
types of problems:  

• Awarding business to subpar  
suppliers 

• Absorbing cost increases 

• Late APQP, PPAP and FAI 
• Costs to rebuild incorrect tools 

• Expediting costs 

• Supplier quality defects 

• Inventory shortage and  
excess inventory 

• Late delivery 

• Loss of current and  
future revenue 

LiveSource: A Single Source of Truth 
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